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Earth's Mightiest Heroes are quite busy saving the day from battling crooks and robbers to evil alien

invaders and super villains! Each of these twelve stories is the perfect length for reading aloud in

about five minutes, making great quick reads. This treasury stars old favorites (such as Captain

America and Iron Man) as well as new Avengers (Falcon and Vision). With a padded cover, and

action-packed full-page and spot illustrations, Super Heroes's adventures are the way to go before

bedtime, on the go, or any time of day!
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My son loves these 5-minute super hero stories, and I must say I'm quite fond of them as well. You

can't go wrong with a 5 minute story about superheroes. A lot of children's stories are either very

weird, poorly drawn, or just ridiculous, at least these have some decent decent writing and

illustrations that my son and I can relate to. It's pretty awesome as a Dad to watch your son discover

his favorite super hero. I'd recommend them for any parent who is tired or reading the same old

children's books I highly recommend giving these a shot...at least it's something different.

much nicer than i expected. i thought these were small 'Little Golden' style story books, but they are

full sized books [8.5 inches by 11 inches], with a soft padded binding. they are also much longer



than i expected. each book has nearly 200 pages, with about 12 stories in each. very nice.

These stories make reading fun for the kids and they enjoy looking at the artwork. Good mix of hero

stories and no duplicates from the 5 minute Marvel book we already own.

My son loves this book. We read it every night. He looks forward to reading it. The pages are more

construction paper type look if that makes sense-it's not the glossy finish/slick feel. The pages are

more like an adult's chapter book type feel with pictures. It doesn't bother us at all, but might be

worth mentioning. Our other marvel book was different. Overall, great!

These books are well put together, beautifully illustrated, and made my 9 year old nephew (as well

as my daughter's 21 year old fiance) excited to get into reading them.

I was pleasantly surprised to see how big these books are! I'm not sure they will fit in the Easter

Baskets!!! I can't wait to sit with my boys and read these. Nice, hard but soft (maybe padded or

thick?) cover, durable pages but not like board books for toddlers either. I'm sure they will be read

many times!

Great stories for my 10 and under boys. Fun to read to them and short enough for them to

read-aloud. This book is excellent quality with a thick, beautiful cover and vivid pages - much better

than I expected for the price.

Great book! My three year old is obsessed with the Avengers and Spiderman and this book makes

the perfect bedtime companion. The stories are good and long enough to be interesting for him but

not so long that I struggle to finish them before we all go to sleep...Lots of colorful pictures, too!

Highly recommend, especially for the price!
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